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1 Peer to Peer Networks

1. Skype uses a custom protocol to determine whether a user is logged in, where they are located, and what
ports they are listening on. Suppose that you have set out to build your own peer-to-peer telephony
system.

(a) Very briefly, how could you use a system such as Chord to maintain a directory of users?

(b) Your telephony system catches on very quickly. Soon you have 100,000 users worldwide. However,
users start to complain that it takes a long time to perform directory lookups. Assume that the
average latency between users is 100ms. Explain why are lookups taking so long and estimate how
long they take.

2 Carrier Sensing

The figure below shows the receiver preference region of CSMA. In the figure, S is the sender and I is
the interferer, assume the clients are within the circle around S (but S does not know the exact locations
of the clients). In the dark shaded areas, clients prefers concurrency, and in the light shaded areas, the
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clients prefers multiplexing. In case 1 and case 2, both S and I could hear each other, but in case 3,
neither S or I could hear each other.

S S S

I I I

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

For this problem, assume frames will be received in the dark shaded areas and will be lost in the light
shaded areas. Assume both S and I are persistently backlogged (always have packets to send). Suppose
the physical data rate on the is R.

2. What is the expected receive rate for S’s clients if both S and I defer to each others transmissions

(a) Case 1:

(b) Case 2:

(c) Case 3:

3. What is the expected receive rate for S’s clients if both S and I transmit concurrently

(a) Case 1:

(b) Case 2:

(c) Case 3:

4. In terms of both fairness and performance, should S and I differ to each other or transmit concurrently
in each of the below cases:

(a) Case 1:

(b) Case 2:

(c) Case 3:

3 Wireless Networks

5. Consider the following wireless network arrangement. Nodes connected with a line can receive transmis-
sions from one another; unconnected nodes are too far to communicate. Link strengths are proportional
to the length of the line.
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(a) Recall that a hidden terminal problem can lead to unexpected collisions. What are some nodes
which might encounter a hidden terminal issue in transmitting?

(b) What are two pairs of nodes which should be able to transmit to one another simultaneously, but
cannot, because of an exposed terminal problem?

(c) Suppose this is an ad-hoc network using dynamic source routing. Node A wishes to send a packet to
node D. All nodes have empty route caches; therefore, the first thing to happen is a route discovery
step. How does route discovery in a DSR network propagate through the network?

(d) The DSR algorithm presented in lecture does not specify what should occur if two routes with the
same number of hops exist. Suppose we change the discovery algorithm such that when a node
receives a route request, it waits very briefly (for just enough time to receive another RR from
another link, if any is arriving near-simultaneously) and then determines which route to offer when
it rebroadcasts or replies to the request. Do not consider collisions; assume all packets are properly
received.
How might a node choose ‘optimally’ which request to forward? What does this optimize for? What
route would your algorithm decide upon to route a message from A to D?

4 Firewalls

6. Sparky McFirewall has networks 10.0.2/24, 10.0.4/24 and notices that hosts 10.0.0.32, 10.0.0.252, 10.0.1.54,
10.0.3.2 and 10.0.3.129 are attacking her host 10.0.2.23. He sees that his firewall already contains:

deny ip to/from 10.0.0.0/25 to any

(a) Which hosts does this rule match?

(b) Which of the following rules would work to block the remaining hosts? (Select only one).

A. deny ip to/from 10.0.0.0/22

B. deny ip to/from 10.0.3.0/24

C. deny ip to/from 10.0.3.2/32, deny ip to/from 10.0.3.129/32

D. deny ip to/from 10.0.0.0/22, deny ip to/from 10.0.3.0/24,

E. deny ip to/from 10.0.0.0/23, deny ip to/from 10.0.3.0/24

F. deny ip to/from 10.0.0.0/24, deny ip to/from 10.0.1.0/23

G. deny ip from brain to paper
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(c) After adding in this rule, someone complains that they can’t get to a popular web site in the
firewalled range. Sparky decides to allow internal users to browse Web sites in the firewalled range.
Which rules need to be added? (You may not need all of the spaces below).

(d) A disgruntled employee tells the attacker about your new firewall rules. How could the attacker
take advantage of these rules to continue attacking your hosts?

5 End to End

7. In this problem, we will explore the steps that take place from the time you hook up your laptop to the
ethernet and download a webpage.

(a) To function, you need to be get an IP address and a gateway router. Assuming that it is dynamically
assigned in the network, explain the steps by which this is obtained?

(b) Next, you enter the URL of the website that you want to access. The URL has to be mapped to a
machine name where the files are stored. Explain the steps by which this mapping is done.

(c) Your laptop now communicates with the remote host in order to transfer the required files. How
is this connection established, i.e you may want to examine the the first few packets that are sent
between the client and the server? What is the payload in the intermediate packets? And what are
the last few packets typically before the connection gets torn down?

6 Cryptography

In this problem you play the role of a cryptanalyst trying to identify features of a given ciphertext and
eventually decrypt to the original plaintext. This problem places you in the role of an attacker against
a cryptographic protocol.

You are free to use Google and any other sources as much as you want in this problem (except directly
having someone else solve it for you).

Here is the ciphertext:

Gur Ornyr pvcuref ner n frg bs guerr pvcuregrkgf, bar bs juvpu nyyrtrqyl fgngrf

gur ybpngvba bs n ohevrq gernfher bs tbyq, fvyire naq wrjryf rfgvzngrq gb or

jbegu bire HFQ\$63 zvyyvba nf bs Frcgrzore, 2011. Gur bgure gjb pvcuregrkgf

nyyrtrqyl qrfpevor gur pbagrag bs gur gernfher, naq yvfg gur anzrf bs gur

gernfher’f bjaref’ arkg bs xva, erfcrpgviryl. Gur fgbel bs gur guerr

pvcuregrkgf bevtvangrf sebz na 1885 cnzcuyrg qrgnvyvat gernfher orvat ohevrq ol

n zna anzrq Gubznf Wrssrefba Ornyr va n frperg ybpngvba va Orqsbeq Pbhagl,

Ivetvavn, va 1820. Ornyr ragehfgrq gur obk pbagnvavat gur rapelcgrq zrffntrf

jvgu n ybpny vaaxrrcre anzrq Eboreg Zbeevff naq gura qvfnccrnerq, arire gb or

frra ntnva. Gur vaaxrrcre tnir gur guerr rapelcgrq pvcuregrkgf gb n sevraq

orsber ur qvrq. Gur sevraq gura fcrag gur arkg gjragl lrnef bs uvf yvsr gelvat

gb qrpbqr gur zrffntrf, naq jnf noyr gb fbyir bayl bar bs gurz juvpu tnir

qrgnvyf bs gur gernfher ohevrq naq gur trareny ybpngvba bs gur gernfher. Ur

choyvfurq nyy guerr pvcuregrkgf va n cnzcuyrg, nygubhtu zbfg bs gur bevtvanyf

jrer qrfgeblrq va n jnerubhfr sver.

8. Was the plaintext encrypted using a code or a cipher? What led you to believe this?

9. Here are the top 10, by frequency, letters in the English language:

e t a o i n s h r d
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(a) Frequency analyze the ciphertext and matchup the top 10 letters to those listed above. Do you feel
any of the matches are correct (or slightly off)? Show the matching you came up with (both based
solely on frequency, and any corrections you have).

(b) Is there a pattern to the letter assignment?

Hint: Look at the regular 26 letter alphabet and look for a pattern.

(c) Using these letters, and a frequency analysis of the characters in the ciphertext, can you figure out
the encryption method?

10. Several clues such as dates are left, it appears, without being changed. Can you glean any information
from the numbers that are left? Does this, perhaps, lead you to the plaintext?

Hint: Searching the Internet might help on this one. . .

11. What is the plaintext?

12. Several clues were leaked providing information about the plaintext. In addition, the key and method
of cryptography used here was weak.

In your networked system, what are some changes you could make to prevent the leaking of clues (dates
and numbers), and what stronger form of cryptography might you use to prevent eavesdropping?
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